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Creating thin layers at the contact surface of two nonmixing
liquids
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Abstract. The paper presents the results of numerical simulation of processes aimed at production of nanostructures with the
use of oil emulsions in water. The appropriate molecular models of water and oil, as well as the model of the substance which
would sediment at the water – oil interface, are looked for. Such substance, after suitable solidification, would become the main
component of the produced material. For the described simulations, the Molecular Dynamics method has been used throughout
this paper.
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1. Introduction

The design of new technologies, making it possible to
manufacture the nano-structured materials is one of the
most important tasks of the contemporary materials sci-
ence [1]. The technologies, utilizing the emulsion droplets
or bubbles as templates for producing nanostructures out
of solid particles suspended in the liquid phase, seem very
promising; work on developing such technologies is pro-
gressing fast [2]. It seems however conceivable, that even
smaller structures could be obtained, if instead of solid
particles a liquid film was utilized.

The researchers involved in production of nanomate-
rials concentrate on two aspects of the problem. The first
is creation of a regular system consisting of bubbles or
droplets in liquid [3–5]. In the next step the process of
creating a sediment of particles is considered [6–8].

In the reported research we investigated the condi-
tions necessary for producing a film at the interface of two
nonmixing liquids. In our investigation we used emulsion
consisting of oil droplets immersed in water. The third
component was expected to create a thin layer at the con-
tact surface of the liquids. After removing emulsion this
third component was supposed to create a very regular,
porous structure, which, when hardened, would produce
the micro- or nanomaterial with very promising properties
(Fig. 1).

The assumed diameters of the oil droplets were very
small, therefore we treated all the liquids as ensembles
of molecules and to simulate their behaviour we applied
the Molecular Dynamics simulation technique. The moti-
vation for using the MD method was building molecular
models of substances, similar to realistic atomic systems.
It was necessary to understand which properties of the
system: polarity, atomic configuration and interactions,
are important in the process. When looking for substances

which would stay at the surface of an oil droplet, informa-
tion on their molecular properties becomes essential. At
the same time, knowing the molecular properties of the
system, important for the process considered, it should
be possible to create an adequate simplified model of the
proposed substance, which in the next step might be use-
ful for the mesoscopic methods. Such methods are nec-
essary to describe the behaviour of emulsion of droplets
with nano-particles attached at the interfaces, particu-
larly interactions of droplets and creation of solid matrix
of spheres built from nano-particles. Future mesoscopic
simulations are possible using Lattice-Boltzmann Method
(LBM) or Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD), recently
introduced by Hoogerbrugge and Koelman [9]. Here, we
limit our interest to small systems of several thousand
molecules only. The constructed molecular model of sedi-
mentation process might be an introduction to modelling
larger systems of molecules, which could be useful for sim-
ulating mesoscale physical processes.

2. Method
The Molecular Dynamic simulation is a fully deterministic
method, assuming that the investigated substances con-
sist of molecules and the macroscopic behaviour of those
substances, (evaporation, mixing, etc.) is determined by
the intermolecular interactions.

To model the substances we used two types of inter-
actions between molecules. All atoms interact with each
other through the van der Waals forces, as described by
the Lennard-Jones potential, given by the formula [10]:

U(r) = 4ε
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where r is the distance between centres of mass of the
molecules.
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Fig. 1. Structure of emulsion with the sediment on the contact
surface and nanomaterial after removing the emulsion

The Lennard-Jones potential describes the attractive
and repulsive interactions using two parameters: σ – “di-
ameter of the molecule” and ε – “depth of the poten-
tial well”. The molecules, which are electric dipoles or
ions, interact also through the electrostatic forces via the
Coulomb potential. The dynamics of the molecular mo-
tion is described by the Newton-Euler equations [10,11].

Difficulty of the problem is increased by the fact, that
molecular interactions are not additive. To be able to ob-
tain the solution, additivity of interactions is assumed,
which in addition requires modification of interaction po-
tentials (introduction of “effective potentials”) [10]. Nu-
merical implementation is then realized by solving huge
system of pair-wise interactions. It is memory and CPU
intensive task, limiting application of the method to small
systems containing less than 106 molecules and evolution
times in nanosecond range. In the following we present
simulation results obtained with the shareware program
“MOLDY” [12]. Moldy is a general-purpose molecular dy-
namics simulation program useful for a wide range of sim-
ulation calculations of atomic, ionic and molecular sys-

tems in the domain with periodic boundary conditions.
In the presented simulations to maintain constant tem-
perature of the system the method of velocity scaling was
used.

A large majority of the simulations were calculated on
the Mosix cluster in our Department, where a typical com-
putational run of four thousands monoatomic molecules
in a process lasting 100 picoseconds took about twenty
hours.

3. Numerical modelling of emulsion
3.1. Modelling of water and oil. When modelling the
process of formation of oil droplets in water we were look-
ing for interactions between molecules, which would pro-
vide the expected separation of liquids. From macroscopic
point of view the hydrophobic behaviour of oil molecules
is responsible for this effect.

At the atomic level, the separation of liquids results
from strong electrostatic dipolarization of water molecules
and very weak polarization of oil molecules. Our model
of water should therefore allow for the dipolarity of the
molecules.

Fig. 2. Molecular model of water: TIPS2

Fig. 3. Water droplet (1000 molecules) in vacuum for times: t = 0, t = 8 ps and t = 40 ps

Fig. 4. Water droplet in vacuum, 10648 molecules: t = 0 and t = 16 ps
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Fig. 5. Oil droplet in water for t = 0 and t = 13 ps (here only oil molecules visible)

Fig. 6. Nonmixing layers of oil and water

Fig. 7. Molecular model of a surfactant

We used the well-known TIPS2 model of water [13]
(Fig. 2). To test the behaviour of this model we placed in
vacuum a droplet of water, consisting of 1000 molecules
and having initially shape of a cube, and we observed the
subsequent changes of its shape. Temperature of the wa-
ter systems in the simulations was 300 K. After about 8
picoseconds the shape became nearly spherical. The di-
ameter of this spherical droplet was about 3.8 nm. Some
time later the expected beginning of evaporation could be
seen (Fig. 3).

Similar process was also observed for larger droplet,
consisting of 10648 molecules (Fig. 4). The diameter of
this larger droplet was about 8.4 nm.

We tested also several other models of water, both sim-
pler and more complex, with and without electric charges.
However, only the presented TIPS2 model produced a sta-
ble, spherical droplet in vacuum, therefore we decided to
use it in the later simulations.

The model of an oil molecule, which we accepted after
some tests, was a relatively large sphere, consisting of sin-
gle atom, having no electric charges and interacting with
neighbours only via the Lennard-Jones potential. The at-
traction between such oil molecules was very weak.

To test the models of the two liquids together, 1000
oil molecules were placed in the central part of the cu-
bic cell of water. Temperature of the system was 300 K,
as before, and the pressure about 105 Pa . These con-
ditions were compatible with experimental ones for the
homogenisation process and were used for all subsequent
simulations.

After 13 ps from the beginning of simulation the
droplet of oil acquired a stable, spherical shape (Fig. 5).
Water and oil molecules did not mix during the simulation
even when, as in the next simulation, the contact surface
between the liquids was plane (Fig. 6).

3.2. Modelling of emulsion with surfactant. The
next problem to solve was the behaviour of the modelled
liquids in contact with the third substance expected to
create the film at the contact surface. As is well known,
the properties of the surfactants enable their sedimen-
tation between nonmixing liquids – oil and water. These
properties, (widely used in chemical industry), follow from
the specific atomic structure of surfactants. The molecule
of a surfactant consists of two parts: hydrophobic and hy-
drophilic. Each part of the molecule attracts a suitable
liquid, making the molecule stay at the contact surface.

To create the model of a surfactant we utilized the el-
ements of water and oil molecules. The hydrophobic part
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was built of an oil chain, and the hydrophilic part, similar
in its structure to water, consisted of negative oxygen ions
(Fig. 7). To neutralize the molecule electrically, positive
sodium ions were immersed in water.

The first simulations were performed for a model of
surfactant with short hydrophobic part, consisting of only
one “atom” of oil. Such molecules of surfactant were placed
at the surface between oil and water. During the simula-
tion the surfactant did not stay at the interface and mi-
grated into water. To improve stability of the configura-
tion, a new model of surfactant, with longer, three-atomic
oil chain was introduced. Such molecules of a surfactant
produced a stable layer between oil and water (Fig. 8).

The obtained results indicate that, although molecules
of oil in contact with water can be simulated using a
“single-atom” model, for the surfactant we should use the
more realistic model, with longer chain of oil “atoms”.

4. Simulations with solid particles
4.1. Simulations with simple oil and carbon. When
looking for solid particles which would stay at the surface
between oil and water, several substances were tested and
finally carbon molecule was selected. The used model of
carbon atoms allowed for interactions via the Lennard-
Jones potential only.

In the first simulation single carbon atoms were im-
mersed in water (Fig. 9a). During the simulation these
atoms migrated from water into oil and did not create any
sediment at the contact surface. The interactions between
oil and carbon molecules were then weakened and the sim-
ulation was repeated, still the results were the same. Car-
bon migrated into oil layer, as before, (Fig. 9b) only the
time necessary for the process was longer.

For the next simulation, nanoparticles of soot – crys-
tals consisting of 13 carbon atoms each – were used in-
stead of single carbon atoms. The assumed interactions
betweens atoms were the same as in the first simulation,
where single carbon atoms were used.

Small number of such nanoparticles were placed ini-
tially in the water layer. After a while they created a sed-
iment at the contact surface of liquids (Fig. 10a). Similar
simulation for larger number of molecules confirmed the
result; there was a general tendency to create the car-
bon sediment between oil and water. However, when the
layer of water was thicker (Fig. 10b) some particles, placed
initially far from the contact surface, created pellets in-
side water, which required obviously more time to move
towards the interface than the simulation could offer. It
seems probable, that the mechanism responsible for move-
ments of particles as large as pellets, was that of Brownian
motions.

4.2. Simulations of sedimentation at water-
limonene interface. The process of removing oil
droplets from inside the nanomaterial presents many tech-
nical difficulties. Looking for a substance easier to be re-

moved from the structure we decided to use limonene –
an aromatic oil evaporating easily at room temperature
[14]. A limonene molecule is close to being spherical, so we
modeled it in simulations as a big, heavy sphere, interact-
ing with other molecules only via the Lennard-Jones po-
tential. The model of limonene was tested in a simulation
with surfactant. A number of the surfactant molecules
were initially dissolved in water; during the simulation all
these molecules migrated to the contact surface between
limonene and water and stayed there. The orientation of
the surfactant molecules was “correct”: the “oil chain” of
each molecule was immersed in limonene and the ionic
part was immersed in water (Fig. 11).

We tested also the interactions between limonene and
nanoparticles of carbon. The results were similar to those
for the first model of oil. They indicated, that the carbon
particles placed close to the contact surface did create sed-
iment, but the rest of them created larger pellets, staying
permanently in water. Additional simulations were per-
formed for smaller thicknesses of water layer. For layers
only three particle diameters thick the sedimentation was
complete (Fig. 12). This suggested, that the sedimenta-
tion was strongly influenced by the force gradients close
to the interface.

5. Conclusions
The reported research was aimed at finding substances,
which would sediment at the surface of oil droplets in
water-oil emulsion. The tool used for this purpose was
Molecular Dynamics simulation technique, which proved
to be very efficient in this respect. The models of liquid
and solid substances were investigated. Among liquids,
the surfactants containing long-chain molecules appeared
satisfactory. Among solids, carbon was good enough, pro-
vided that it appeared in complexes of at least 13 atoms
each (forming elementary crystals of soot).

For the future: looking for a model of real mesoscopic
emulsion with particles at the surface, it is necessary to
create a simplified representation of the proposed molec-
ular models of the substances. On the other hand, build-
ing a structure of spheres containing nano-particles one
needs to solve mesoscopic problem of external forces and
to analyse stability of such configuration.

Appendix
Parameters of the Lennard-Jones potential
In the following table, the parameters of the Lennard-
Jones potential used in the presented simulations are
given. To calculate parameters for interactions between
atoms of two different species the known Lorentz-
Berthelot rules [10] were used:

εij =
√

εiεj , (A1)

εij =
σi + σj

2
, (A2)
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Fig. 8. Surfactant at the contact surface of emulsion: left – the short chain model: soap molecules mixed with water, right – the
long chain model: soap molecules creating the sediment

Fig. 9. Carbon dissolved in oil: (a) the first model (grey atoms, water molecules invisible), t = 224 ps, carbon molecules migrate
from water to oil; (b) the model after diminishing oil-water interaction potential (blue atoms), t = 500 ps, carbon molecules

still migrate into oil

Fig. 10. Nanoparticles of carbon adsorbed in a layer between oil and water (a) and carbon pellets observed in water (b), migrating
into the interface
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Fig. 11. Surfactant at the contact surface of limonene and water (left – all three substances shown, right – molecules of water
invisible): t = 300 ps

Fig. 12. Carbon particles at the contact surface of limonene
and water (limonene invisible): t = 100ps

Here εi, σi are parameters for the same atoms and
εij , σij are parameters for interactions between atoms of
i and j species.

Table 1
Parameters of the Lennard-Jones potential for the used

models of molecules

Interacting molecules ε (kJ/mol) σ (nm)
Oxygen – Oxygen 0.51799 0.32407
Oil – Oil 0.051799 0.32407
Limonene – Limonene 0.28777 0.7136
Sodium – Sodium 0.95178 0.32407
Carbon – Carbon 0.4257 0.335
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